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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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This game is fun, even if a bit simple. I love bullet hell games though and the end of round rush waves are a lot of fun.. this is
stink. A vertical shmup by ASTRO PORT,just like every other game from that doujin developer this title oozes style and quality
from every pore.. The music alone provides a level of nostalgia that only Disney can provide. Same as with the other early
Disney movie to video game adaptations this is a fun side scroller that uses the music from the movie.

From getting trolled by Phil for sucking in the tutorial to getting yelled at by Meg for sitting on the password screen for too long,
the game has a ton of laughs built in.

. This game is really cool... Very reminiscent of C+C Renegade. I would recommend it to anyone thats into FPS or RTS.
Personally, I think this game has a pretty polished feeling. Animations seem smooth, movements seem pretty natural, UI
elements are crisp and look good. No major glitches that I noticed except sometimes units get stuck. Other than the small
amount of content (guns, units, buildings, etc) the game hardly feels like an early access game.

PROS:
-Most importantly, this game seems fun. It seems like the type I could easily spend hours and hours on.
-Very clean graphics, high quality UI, supports a ton of screen resolutions and borderless windowed
-Controls felt natural and responsive.
-Single player skirmeshes are available. (see note below)
-Can have a mix of players and AI. In other words you don't need a full 10 players to play a multiplayer game, the gap can be
filled with AI.
-Devs seem involved. I have seen them active in Steam forums and Reddit.

CONS:
-The biggest con here is an extraordinarily small player base. I tried matchmaking about 10 times and only got into a PVP game
once. The rest timed out after about 5 minutes. The "Players online" counter on the main menu fluctuated around 8-12 players.
-A very small amount of content overall. 4 or 5 buildings maybe 10 guns (including pistol, launchers etc), 2 or 3 vehicles, 3
maps.
-The RTS view has a VERY annoying filter on that makes it look like you are viewing the battlefield from a UAV. I get why its
there but I wish there was an option to turn it off.
-REALLY bad AI. AI commanders seem to have 1 script: attack the enemy base. Yes, they will charge headlong into a barrage
of tank and turret fire all by themselves. They make no effort to capture resource points. Luckily, they can be manually tasked
to do these things. It just takes a little more micromanagement from an RTS perspective.
-The battlefield is really quiet. No background music or atmospheric sound effects.
-Factions seem unbalanced

OTHER (Neither pro nor con):
-The combat in this game feels pretty arcady. It is NOT CounterStrike, or CoD, or Arma. Yes, enemies can take a lot of hits
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(depending on where you hit them and with which weapon), but personally, I dont mind.

-Devs have something in mind. I saw a post of someone basically offering a ton of "It'd be really cool if..."s and the dev very
respectfully and politely said basically "Yeah, thatd be dope, but it wouldn't fit in the type of game we are aiming at. That
feature will probably never be added". Personally, I found this level of candor, honesty, and vision refreshing. Some devs
blindly promise any and every feature that would be "cool" knowing they have no intention of keeping that promise.

As others have noted, the singleplayer skirmishes can be quite challanging, but not impossible. I think the factions are
unbalanced because I lost all 3 when I played as the "good guys" but won my first one playing as the "bad guys". Again, hard but
not impossible.

Overall, this is definitely a game I will continue to play. I just hope the player base continues to expand so that it's easier to
matchmake.. i like that you can ply with friends. Well polished. Casual game for workout!
Graphics and ui design is very cool.
Gameplay itself is fun!!
Worth for the price!
. Worms Pinball is great fun if you love pinball.

That said, it's not worth Steams asking price of £5.59. It's and old game,it's not been updated for new screen resolutions and you
can get cheaper if not free tables with other pinball games on Steam.

But as I said, it is fun and it is worth owning.

So go buy it on humblebundle instead...you'll still get it attached to your steam account.. This game was possibly my favorite of
all time for the original Xbox. I was so excited when I saw it on steam; I bought it as soon as I could, got a controller, got ready
then realized: NO CONTROLLER SUPPORT. I tried it with keyboard and mouse, and unfortunately it just ruins it. Give this a
pass.. It still has a very very long way to go, but it's not bad - Didn't play it very long as playing with only 9fps on the american
server was a bit too laggy for me, but when / if this game makes more progress and re-opens it's EU server so I can play with out
constant stuttering I will be back!
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RTS campaign that is not just "build base, destroy enemies". Has actual adventure elements to it.

Can be janky at times, but it is Spellforce Euro jank.. This is a simple but rather atmospheric game where, I guess, you play as a
PTSD-stricken tank crewman reliving the last campaign or barely hanging onto a new one.. At first i was like, this looks like
another crap FPS but once you get playing it, if the graphics dont drw you in the intence gameplay will. (only on hard) simple
but yet fun game.. This game has been sitting on my wish list for most of the year. I finally decided to pick it up during a sale,
and this game is worth the $5 asking price.

First off, the controls are really simple. I played with 1 hand while I fed my son a bottle (he's a newborn, and yes that's actually
what I was doing. Combat is quick and satisfying. Graphics are good, and the debris is really well done. I haven't heard the
sound yet because, well, baby.

I can see myself coming back to play this game pretty regularly. Should have bought it earlier.. This game is a disaster, it sucks
to the max.. I am a huge srpg fan. Great or terrible, I'll give a game a fair spin. That being said, I don't understand what was
going through the developer's mind when they created this game.

Royal Bounty honestly feels like a Heros of Might and Magic 2 senario that we've been duped into paying 5 bucks for. This
game uses the same or extremely similar engine and you control one hero. While this engine marginally works for an explorative
rpg, it was really designed to be resource management and tile strategy. This becomes apparent as the leveling up of your hero
does practically nil. On top of that, the units do not level up. So fighting in a way only atrophies your army. Unless you are
playing perfect (not just great) even minor losses will stack up.

The Ai is ok but nothing incredible. The fights are won or lost right off the bat. It's practically all about who has the bigger
army. I suppose you could carry rogues with you the entire game and just scout what the fights are before hand. Fun.
Alternatively, you can just mindlessly wonder your hero around for days, months, years just letting him passively collect
income. You will earn approximately one unit a turn\/day. Then your army will be able to storm through a couple fights before
getting chiseled down and needing to repeat the cycle. I say this because the fights carelessly and randomly alternate between
maybe half a dozen peons to literally hundreds of enemies comparable to your few elite soldiers.

The still screen artwork is actually really nice, as is the card artwork. The first introductory jailbreak scenario works. It is only
maybe 15 minutes and one fight long, but this is the format the rest of the game should have followed by railroading the player
and providing armies rather than making you brute force the system. I don't know if the story progresses into something
memorable as I only have five hours of game time logged. It's pretty forgettable as of yet. Another huge test of your patience is
the movement of your hero. He will stop REPEATEDLY. You will click for him to move and this will queue up movement
footprints. Then you need to order him to move again by clicking again or pressing space. The problem with this movement
check is the hero will stop again midmovement for day changes or text pop-ups. Sometimes he will stop for no reason at all.
When you click again for him to move there is a long pause and you will not know if the computer is processing the move or if
you will be waiting for eternity for the character to move. Repeat this process one million times.

So only go for this game if you want a really campy walk through a Heros 2 scenario.

Edit:

I put a great deal more time into this game since my initial review. I don't know that the game works perfectly as an open
campain, but the developers have been putting big things in the works. After some grinding I was able to get a pretty serious
playthrough of this game, albeit hammering a pretty serious exploit.

It still stands that I love the artwork. The controls are a pinch clunky. I hope they chisel an inventive game out of this old style
engine.. My feelings were mixed regarding this DLC at the first sight. I had trouble playing with it, there were many glitches and
the game crashed many times. Picking up the game after 1 or 2 weeks the glitches were gone and the crashes stopped happening
and I had no trouble playing this since then.

I have to be amazed by the detail and quality Halycon Media delivers to this platform. On day routes 25-35 and 15-45 the line
you have to drive on alternates each turn which adds up to the simulation experience and makes it more realistic. There are also
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nice, long routes involving driving on motorways and narrow roads of small villages. The night routes are introducing another set
of experiences by combining the stops of different routes as well as introducing new stops along the way.

The bus itself is rather easy to handle. With the predefined camera positions you are able to oversee the boarding of the
passengers, check for oncoming traffic in intersections and before merging lanes. The on-board computer is easy to use, the
announcements are loud and clear. I'm properly amazed by the fact that the destination displays are going to energy saving mode
a few minutes after you pull the ignition key out.

There are some minor issues however which I need to list here. I imagine it's for the sake of performance but there are only a
few AI cars driving on the streets and they are behaving like idiots on the motorways - stepping on the brakes, merging lanes,
etc.

Also, with the settings I'm currently using there are no trams or light-rail vehicles on the map. I don't know whether they are
included or not but it would be nice to have those too since there are many stops on the map where your virtual passengers can
change to light-rail lines.

If you like driving in big cities as well as in small villages and love the atmosphere of Germany you will love this one.
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